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How did you enjoy our gift in the form of the 63rd edition of <INCHEON NOW>?
We hope you found good memories from the past and also new meanings inside the gift. We have another

14

quiz for those who read the 63rd edition. Fill in the blanks with correct answers.
If you know the answer, send us a reader’s post card by July 10, 2020. (You must include contact information.)
We will randomly select winners from those who turned it the right answers and send a small gift.
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waterside park, which is divided by themes into the Eco Zone,
Traditional Zone, Leisure Zone, and Art Zone that are filled with spectacles.

Hint
➊ It is a park that is like a symbol of Cheongna International City.
➋ It has the Music Fountain and Flower Music Island (outdoor theater).
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Isabel (Cheongneung-daero)
<I didn’t know there are so many
dullegils in Incheon before reading
<Choice Incheon>. I hadn’t been able to
go anywhere because of COVID-19, but
thanks to the information, I could make
great memories at ‘Soraegil’.

Aiden at Songdomirae-ro
I didn’t know there are so many places
in Incheon to enjoy newtro. I went to
Cafe Valor last week with my family and
it was great. Thanks.

Luis (Convensia-daero)
I was disappointed because I can’t go
to the gym due to COVID-19. But I could
exercise again after reading about the
article on home training. I hope to see
more of such life hacks.

The cover of this edition is the view of beautiful Cheongna International City.
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These are comments from our readers about the last edition. <INCHEON NOW> is waiting to hear
what you have to say. Share your thoughts about this edition with us by sending your comments to
<goodvoice@korea.kr>. We will randomly select people who sent comments and suggestions for gifts.
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The blue stream reveals the vivid nature as it flows,
and the city and nature create a greater beauty together.
This is a story about the leisure, romance and beauty that Cheongna
International City offers.
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C heo n g n a
I N T E R NA T I O NA L

CITY

Special Theme
04
05

Venice of Korea,
Cheongna International City

The lake park, which separates the city, has a wide range of waterways,
and the waterways offer a variety of flavors, styles, and fun.
A place where culture blooms and daily life is enjoyable with trends in the city.
Travel to Cheongna, a city that is beautiful enough to be named Venetian in Korea.
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Incheon Robot Land

Attractions of Cheongna International City You Must Not Miss

This is the center of the robot industry that
organically combines production, education,
and research. At the Robot PR Center located
on the first floor of the Robot Tower, you can
find a variety of exhibits based on the theme
of robots and enjoy interactive activities. Ten
or more robots exhibited at the PR Center are
all produced by Incheon’s robot companies.

There are many attractions in Cheongna, which is filled with leisure, romance, and
beauty. Here are some of the attractions of Cheongna that adds surprise to leisure,
romance, and fun from a large-scale waterside park called Cheongna Lake Park to
Korea’s only canal called Gyeongin Ara Waterway, and Robot Land where you can
find the most advanced robots.

155-11, Robotland-ro, Seo-gu, Incheon
032-715-6000

Canalway

Special Theme

This is the ‘hottest’ and central district of
Cheongna International City. A variety of stores
line up both sides of the calm stream, which is
the lifeline of the lake park. The place is always
busy with children riding bicycles and kick
boards and couples enjoying dates. Cute rest
areas are also available across the place. There
is a dock where you can enjoy canoeing or take
a water taxi near the community service center
of Cheongna-1-dong.
Cheongna-dong, Seo-gu, Incheon

Canoeing at Canal Way

A t t r a c t i o n s

06
07

Cheongna Lake Park

Gyeongin Ara Waterway

This is a large waterside park that serves
as a symbol of Cheongna International
City, the city of water. The circulating
traffic line is filled with various things
to see from the Eco Zone to Traditional
Zone, Leisure Zone, and Art Zone. You
can enjoy free time by taking a walk or
riding a bicycle during the day and have
an unusual excitement at night with
the Musical Fountain that is operated at
specific hours. Various performances are
held at the outdoor stage of the Flower
Music Island.

This is Korea’s first and only canal that
connects Hangang River and the coastal
waters of Incheon. The 18km long
waterway from Ara Incheon Passenger
Terminal in front of Yeongjong Grand
Bridge to Gimpo Terminal is accompanied
by a trail and bike path that is great for
riding. If you wish to feel various charms
that Gyeongin Ara Waterway offers such
as an observatory and waterfalls, we
recommend you to board the ferry.

135 Cheonglakanal-ro, Seo-gu, Incheon

Oryu-dong, Seo-gu, Incheon
032-560-5930

Jeong Seo-jin
Jeongseojin is known for its beautiful sunset.
Gyeongin Ara Waterway starts from here. While
the beautiful surrounding makes it already
charming, the place is filled with sensuous ance
to the trip such as cute sculptures, Sunset Wall,
and Ocean Piano, thus creating an exciting
ambience.
Oryu-dong, Seo-gu, Incheon
032-560-5930

Free for anyone who is in elementary
school or older!
Weekdays 10:00-20:00
Weekends 10:00-18:00
Free
032-560-5933
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Cheongna Beauty Festival

Cheongna International City Festivals You Must Enjoy

This is a beauty festival that takes after the sensuous
urban image of Cheongna International City. A variety
of beauty-related programs such as the Fitness Model
Casting Show, Gala Show, Hanbok (traditional Korean
Costume) Fashion Show, Hair Show, and an assortment
of beauty experience programs are held here. Busking
concerts and costume shows are held around the main
venue alongside the symposium on the city’s identity
and future beauty industry.

Cheongna holds festivals that reflect the sensuous and romantic image of ‘Cheongna
International City’ every year. There are four main festivals, each held on eccentric
themes such as ‘wine, beauty, green celadon, and sunset’ to offer visitors a chance to
enjoy Cheongna through the festivals along with a unique experience and excitement.


Special
waterside stage at the Community Service
Center of Cheongna-dong/Cheongna-1-dong, Seogu, Incheon

Green Celadon Festival

Special Theme

The festival is held every October on the theme of
the green celadon that has kept its tradition and
beauty for a millennium. It offers a chance to share
the charms of ceramics and to take advantage of
an extraordinary experience. Various interactive
events such as the exhibition of green celadon,
traditional pottery technique workshop, pottery
wheel experience, and ceramic doll coloring are also
available.
Whole

area of the Nokcheongja (Green Celadon)
Museum at 54, Doyoji-ro, Seo-gu, Incheon

Jeongseojin Sunset Festival

Cheongna Wine Festival

08
09

The festival offers a chance to taste the renowned wines of Korea and from
other countries around the world. Visitors can enjoy the rich flavor of wines
through sampling events and also enjoy delicious dishes from a vast option
of food trucks. Various performances also add excitement to the festival.
Famous Korean and foreign singers hold live concerts here alongside
various cultural performances across the venue. It also offers a number of
interactive programs on the theme of wine.
Cheongna Lake Park Multi Plaza, 135, Cheongna Canal-ro, Seo-gu Incheon

This is the largest sunset festival in
the Seoul Capital Area and it gives a
chance to wrap up the year with the
beautiful sunset over the West Sea.
The festival is held across Gyeongin
Ara Waterway, Ara Incheon Terminal,
Ara Island, and Jeongseojin, and
there are many different sideline
events such as pre-ceremonial
performance, Jeongseojin stone
marker unveiling ceremony, sunset
count, Jeongseojin Concert, and
fireworks.
Whole

area of 95,
Jeongseojinnam-ro, Seo-gu,
Incheon
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Let’s pull
together to overcome

COVID-19
Trend Issue

The Incheon city government has
been burning the midnight oil since
the outbreak of COVID-19. With lofty
community consciousness of citizens,
medical professionals and public
officials are struggling day and night
to protect Incheon together. For a
few months, Incheon had the lowest
incidence rate per 10,000 population
in the capital area and had no local
transmission. Incheon has been working
hard to prevent the spread of COVID-19
without taking a single day off.
10
11
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+	Endless Battle

rules such as refraining from going to work

There were

when showing symptoms, using alternative

cluster infections both large and small, and
now COVID-19 has infiltrated into public
workers in the front line of the battle against
the disease. It was the lofty sense of civic
duty as well as the extensive and preemptive
quarantine measures and testing that may
have even seemed excessive that have
maintained control in Incheon. However, a
series of mass infections that occurred in
Coupang’s logistics center in Bucheon, an
internet cafe in Bupyeong, a realtor’s office
in Gyeyang-gu, and some newly planted
churches and asymptomatic infections
and high infection rate made it difficult to
contain the virus. As it has been frequently

work programs such as working from
home or flexplace as much as possible,
keeping personal hygiene thoroughly, and
refraining from attending gatherings.
Incheon also asked religious groups to
avoid making contact between followers
in religious gatherings and stores that are
not subject to administrative disposition
but are used by many citizens to consult
with related associations and organizations
to manage the list of users and observe
quarantine rules thoroughly.
Incheon is determined to keep its citizens
safe with an intensified monitoring system
and broad quarantine networks.

reported by the media, seven out of ten
confirmed cases that are related to newly
Trend Issue

Civil

planted churches did not develop initial
symptoms. Some experts suggested tracing
and isolating asymptomatic patients before
the virus spreads. However, it is becoming
difficult to find patients as much as so.

+

Overcoming COVID-19

It is quite clear that the infections will continue in

curb the spread even with the increase of

both large and small scales until there is a cure

asymptomatic patients. Incheon is massively

and vaccine, but we will eventually overcome

testing those who might have come into

COVID-19 through the cooperation and solidarity

contact with confirmed cases or visited the

between citizens and quarantine authorities.

same place as confirmed patients did by

This is a time where all of us need to cooperate

sending out the disaster alert messages

and band together as much as possible to

each time a new infection case is confirmed.

keep economic activities and everyday life from

Incheon will continue to advise those who

collapsing while protecting people’s health and

visited the same place as confirmed patients

safety.

did to take the test and to discuss matters

While continuing its quarantine efforts, Incheon

with related associations closely to strongly

is encouraging its citizens to fully cooperate

to be tested through hospitals, clinics, and
pharmacies. Also, Incheon will put more

13

+	Incheon Keeps Going

Extensive testing is the only way to

advise patients with respiratory symptoms

12

Safety

emphasis on observing everyday quarantine

The infection will continue in both large
and small scales until there is a cure and
vaccine, but Incheon will continue its
quarantine efforts.

despite the weather getting warmer, making
people exhausted more easily.
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70

th Anniversary

Paying Respects to their Souls
2020 marks the 70th anniversary of the outbreak of
the Korean War, which put Korea through another
terrible ordeal shortly not long after the nation gaining
independence from colonial rule. Nonetheless, Korea
grew into an economic power from the ruins of the
war and also brought about democracy. All these were
possible thanks to the sacrifices of veterans and 22 UN
nations that fought with us.

Korean Soldier Casualties
Killed in Action

Injured

Missing in Action

Captured

137,899
450,742

of the Korean War
22 UN Nations that Fought with South Korea
The Korean War started with a surprise raid launched by the
North Korean Army on June 25, 1950, which turned into an
unprecedented catastrophe that left an enormous scar on the
nation. The whole country turned into a battleground, reducing
80% of the Korean Peninsula to ashes and killing a great number
of soldiers and civilians. The South Korean government and

24,495

people stepped forward to protect liberal democracy against

8,343

forces. The UN not only directly dispatched troops to the far-

communist invasion while bearing a tremendous loss of lives,
with the support of the UN Forces including the US armed
away country of South Korea but also supported South Korea in
various aspects including supplies and medical care.

History

Background of the Korean War

Civilian CASUALTY

The Korean War broke out with the illegal southward invasion
in the early morning of June 25, 1950, by the communist
army of North Korea along the 38th Parallel, which served
as the military demarcation line between South Korea and
North Korea. The North Korean army captured the capital city

Killed

244,663

Massacred

128,963

of Seoul on June 28, in just three days after the war began.
The UN decided to respond by dispatching the UN Forces to
support Korea by following the collective security measure

Injured

for the first time in its history. Task Forth Smith, the leading
unit of the 24th Division of the US Army, arrived on the

and the spirit of sacrifice of those who rendered distinguished
services or sacrificed themselves for the nation during the
Korean War. In June, the month of national defense and for
rewarding patriotism, take a moment to thank the veterans and
the countries that participated in the Korean War in Incheon.

+ List of Korean War Veterans Memorials

155-1, Haeanbuk-ro, Ganghwa-eup, Ganghwa-gun

Monument for Naval Battle in Yeongheungdo Island

San 314, Nae-ri, Yeongheung-myeon, Ongjin-gun

Monument for the Participation in the Korean War in Incheon Region

55-183, Yonghyeon-dong, Michuhol-gu

Monument for the Remembrance of the Services of Ganghwa Special Forces

San 81-1, Yongjeong-ri, Ganghwa-gun

Monument for Victory of Monggeumpo Operation

329, Wolmi-ro, Jung-gu (inside Wolmi Park)

Monument for the Guerilla Battle against Communists

San 146-1, Jinchon-ri, Ongjin-gun

war seemed to come to an end gradually with the recapturing

Monument for the Battle of White Tiger Corps.

200, Baengnyeong-ro 254beon-gil, Baengnyeong-myeon, Ongjin-gun

of Seoul on March 15, 1951. On July 27, 1953, three years

Monument for Victory of the Battle in Bupyeong

168, Artcenter-ro, Bupyeong-gu

Monument for Loyal Partisan Infantry

8-2, Gogu-ri, Gyodong-myeon, Ganghwa-gun

armed forces on behalf of the UN forces signed a ceasefire

Monument for the Participation of Korean Student

660-241, Juan-dong, Michuhol-gu

agreement to stop the war.

Monument for the Participation of Colombia in the Korean War

34, Seunghak-ro 333beon-gil

Abducted

and interrupted the North Korean army at the PyeongtaekJecheon-Uljin line on July 4, 1950, together with the South
Korean army that was on the retreat at the time. From then
on, the battle of the South Korean army and the UN forces
to push back the North Korean army and recover Seoul
continued. Stained with the loss of many lives and blood, the

and one month after the Korean War began, representatives
from the North Korean military, Chinese military, and the US

15

84,532

There are facilities across Incheon to commemorate the merits

Memorial Stone for Korean War Veterans

Korean Peninsula as the first among the US armed forces,

14

229,625

Monument for Korean War in Incheon

Missing

303,212
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ESCAP [Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific] is a
local chapter of the UN Secretariat and the central organ dedicated to the
development of the Asia-Pacific region. It is playing a pivotal role in the
balanced development between member nations by promoting multilateral
economic cooperation with the goal of achieving sustainable development.

The Northeast Asian Office of ESCAP first opened at Michuhol
Tower in Songdo in May 2010 and moved to G Tower in May
2013 and it has been serving its role as an international
organization. ESCAP is a multilateral organization that carries
out projects in which two or more countries can cooperate.
The main areas of activities are general environmental
and social issues such as environment, economy, social
development, trade, traffic, and disaster. The biggest projects
it pushes forward with are in the environmental area. In 2015,
the UN announced the sustainable development goal (SDG)
as follow-up goals for the Millennium Development Goals and
derived 17 goals and 169 specific targets. These comprise
a variety of actionable goals to resolve issues such as social
and economic inequality, as well as damage to the natural
environment.

Progress of Sustainable Development Goal (SDG)
International

No poverty
Zero hunger
Good health and well-being
Quality education
Gender equality
Clean water and sanitation
Affordable and clean energy
Decent work and economic growth
Industry, innovation and infrastructure
Reduced inequalities
2000

2019

2030

Q&A
Promoting Sustainable Development
in the Asia-Pacific Region
ESCAP is an international organization that promotes economic
cooperation between member nations and ensures that all members
of society receive benefits evenly to resolve environmental, social
and economic issues in the Asia-Pacific region (eastern end of the
Asian continent, facing the Pacific). As one of five regional economic
commissions directly under the UN Economic and Social Council, it was
established to promote cooperation for economic rebuilding in the AsiaPacific region and assist the UN Economic and Social Council. It currently
has 62 member nations, boasting the largest number of members
16
17

among international organizations in the Asia-Pacific region.

Q. What is 'SDGHelpDesk'?
ESCAP established the SDGHelpDesk in response to the request for capacity development of member nations.
The SDGHelpDesk’s primary function is to connect users to online platforms of other sectors to embody SDGs
and concentrate on the areas related to the agenda of 2030 to serve as a gateway to resources and services.
SDGHelpDesk is a platform for coordinating the support for ESCAP member nations in certain priority areas
such as the three dimensions of sustainable development, participation of interested parties, effective follow-up
measures and reviews.

Q.	How will graduation impact countries in South Asia and the trade support they
benefit from? How can they prepare?
Least developed countries (LDCs) are classified as such by the United Nations (UN), designated by their low
levels of income and structural impediments for growth. For these countries, international support measures
(ISMs) are provided in the areas of trade, development cooperation and assistance with participation in the UN
and other international processes.
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01
Interview

# Korea over Austria,
the Country He Chose to Study At
Son chose Korea because of its advanced
academic system and the quality of
facilities, teaching staff, and studies that
were exceptionally higher than that of other
Asian countries.
Son was an exchange student in Austria
and said it was quite challenging to adapt
to European culture. That’s why he looked
for a country in Asia where there are some
cultural similarities as his home country,
Vietnam.
Son is currently in the second year of
a combined master’s and a doctorate
program in the Department of Mechanical
Engineering at Incheon National University.
The combined program at Incheon
National University Graduate School
usually continues for five years. Son’s

Together

major, mechanical engineering, deals with
the broadest and most diversified field
of engineering, and it generally explores
system analysis and design with concerning
the conversion and use of energy,
mechanical analysis and design of machines
and structures, as well as production and
control.

Son shares a room with three roommates
in the dormitory and he spends most of his
time in the campus laboratory or library.
Therefore, he only sleeps in the dormitory
and he barely has time to chat with his
roommates. But because he enjoys sports,
he plays football or table tennis when he
has spare time.
It seems that he has no time for anything
else than study. But Son took a tour
program offered by Incheon Tourism
Organization and visited many attractions in
Incheon and Seoul. He has been to Incheon
Chinatown and Wolmido Island and to the
Culture Night program of Jung-gu, Incheon
and the Penta Port Rock Festival. He has

Thai Thai Son
# Vietnam

# Studying and Traveling,
Spending Time Wisely in Korea
Son spends 12-13 hours studying in a day.
He has to invest that much time to complete
the program and earn his degree. While this
sounds quite tough, Son does not seem to

Growing Dreams in Incheon
18
19

Mr. Son came to Korea in September of 2018. This young man of Vietnamese
nationality, who turned 26 this year in Korean age, chose Korea to pursue his
academic goals. And now, he continues to move forward to realize his dream. Let’s
hear about his dream in the land of opportunity, Incheon.

mind. He rather said that his major is difficult
but also fun with an air of confidence.

been to Seoraksan Mountain and Naksan
Beach last year and he remembers them
as beautiful places. Although he traveled to
Seoul and Incheon mostly because he does
not have time other than for studying, the
places he wants to visit the most are Jeju
Island and Busan. He wants to experience
Korea fully by traveling through the
southern regions of Korea.
Son has also been to many places in
Songdo, but his favorite place is Solchan

Studying mechanical
engineering at Incheon
National University, Son
continues to go forward
toward his dream.

Mr. Son, who came to Korea around
Park. As it is close to the school and
September 2018. dormitory, he can enjoy both the sunrise
and sunset in the park, and he visits the
park often to take walks.
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# Desperately Studying
the Korean Language
The most difficult part of his life in Korea

Days that Son spent
in Incheon

is the language barrier. Since the lectures
of the combined master's and doctorate
program that Son is in are in English,
he communicates with friends at the
dormitory and at school in English. He
says that because of this, his Korean is
not improving. He can now speak some
Korean and understand some, but he
confessed that he had a hard time finding
his way to the school from the airport
when he first arrived in Korea.
He remembered that it was raining and

Incheon OpenPortArea 2019

his bags were heavy, but everyone he
asked on the street said he only has to
walk 5-10 minutes to find the school, but
continuously failed to find the school.
Fortunately, a student helped him to get
to school by bus.
Together

# Wishing to Build Various
Experiences and Careers in Korea
As most people obtain master’s and
doctor’s degrees to become a professor,
we asked him whether he wants to
become one, too. He said he does not at
all. Son smiled and said he lacks many
qualifications, particularly patience, to

Memor

ial Hall
for Inc
heon L
anding
Operat
ion- W
ith Frie
nds

become a good professor.
Son rather wants to work at a Korean
company after earning his degrees. He
says that he wants to work in various
fields related to his specialty and then
return to Vietnam or go to another
country. While saying that nothing is
for sure because that is far away in the
future, Son did not seem worried at all.
This is a young man with no fear for he
Wishing to work in the area
related with his specialty, Son
continues to study very hard.
20
21

has youth and a bright future ahead in
any country or race. We wish Son, the
dauntless young man, the best in the
days to come.
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tempura udon
Since 1958
This is an udon noodle house that opened
4

inside Sinpo Market, you can also take a
look at the traditional marketplace of Korea.

Old S

tores

of refreshing anchovy broth and chewy
noodles, and garnished with fritters.
032-766-0303
 	7, Uhyeon-ro 49 beon-gil, Jung-gu,
Incheon

out as a small store in 1998 and has enjoyed
Special Space

ongoing popularity among customers for its
unique, yet familiar taste. The main menu
includes buckwheat udon, spicy buckwheat
udon, and buckwheat black bean noodles

#incheon #Tradition

#Noodle



Special

#must-eat

place

#Old

Stores

with ordinary flour. They also offer other dishes

Buckwheat Noodles

such as noodles in cold soybean soup, cold

Since 1977

buckwheat noodles, and gimbap. The place
is crowded during lunch and dinner times
and even in the early morning by taxi drivers
looking for a quick meal.

# Since_1979

Currently, it has become a famous

Since 1977, Donghae Buckwheat Noodles
3

has stubbornly offered dishes prepared with

restaurant in Sinpo Market and is

select materials to give unique folksy tastes.

opening chain stores across the

This is a restaurant specializing in buckwheat

country including Incheon, Bucheon,

noodles near Incheon International Airport

and Ansan. ‘Momil Guksu', which is
a dish where you add ground radish
and thinly sliced green onion to the
sauce in a separate bowl and dip the
buckwheat noodles in it to enjoy, is
the most popular menu of this place.
Enjoying a dish of meat dumplings on
the side will put a smile on your face.
032-772-7760
 	23-1, Uhyeon-ro 35 beon-gil,
Jung-gu, Incheon

Donghae
Buckwheat Noodles

# Momil Guksu

‘Cheongsil Hongsil’ opened in 1979.
2

Cheongsil Hongsil

032-868-1717
 	142, Seokjeong-ro, Michuhol-gu, Incheon

23

coated with batter with a pinch of curry

harmony. The tempura udon is made

Omokgol Instant Cold Buckwheat Udon started

22

and deep-fried eel. The deep-fried eel is

to the savory flesh of eel to form a perfect

heon

# Since_1998

bean noodles, and spicy udon that are made

Representative dishes are tempura udon

powder and fried, and the sauce is added

of Inc

# Buckwheat Udon

made with buckwheat flour, and udon, black

in 1958 and has succeeded in the family
business through generations. Located

Sinsinok

Omokgol Instant Cold
Buckwheat Udon

Incheon sheds light on stores with long
histories by giving them a new term,
‘Ieogage’ instead of ‘Nopo’.
The theme for this edition is ‘noodles’. Here
are four long-established noodle restaurants
of Incheon that will satisfy your appetite
with chewy noodles and unique broths.

and it is always busy with the citizens
of Incheon and domestic and foreign
customers. The most famous menus include
buckwheat noodles garnished with salted
and fermented pollack in spicy seasoning
and neatly-plated steamed pork. The
buckwheat noodles are not sweet but offer
a rich taste from the seasoning.
032-746-5522
 	16, Yongyuseo-ro 479 beon-gil, Jung-gu,
Incheon
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There are special spaces in Incheon to experience Korean traditional culture. As it gives a chance
to take a look at various exhibitions of traditional works and classical performances, as well as
to experience traditional culture, these spaces have become quite popular among domestic and
foreign visitors. This month, we would like to introduce the Korea Traditional Cultural Experience
Center and Incheon Intangible Cultural Asset Learning Education Center that have continuously
offered opportunities to enjoy and experience Korean traditions.

1
Korea Traditional Cultural Experience Center
The Center operates various traditional cultural experience programs to domestic and foreign visitors in
Korea to promote the traditional cultures unique to Korea. At the Korea Traditional Cultural Experience
Center, you can make various handicraft items, try out hanbok (Korean traditional attire), and play
traditional games. You can also enjoy traditional art performances put on stage within the departure
lounge of Incheon International Airport, view exhibited works, or purchase souvenirs.

Tradition

+ viewing & experience traditocnal CULTURE Korean Traditional Culture +
A Walk of the Royal Family

This is a parade displaying the court culture and
costumes through the daily life of the royal family
during the Joseon Dynasty. You can take photos
with the king, queen, vassals, and royal bodyguards
wearing traditional costumes and carrying protocol
items.

Make Handicraft Items

24
25

Space for
Experiencing Korean
Traditional Culture

You can make beautiful handicraft items that can
be souvenirs and ornaments with your own hands.
Join the program to make a dancheong paintwork,
Korean paper art, mother-of-pearl work, traditional
knots, and folk painting to get a true feel of the
traditional culture of Korea.

Enjoying Works on Display

Works produced by holders of intangible cultural
heritages are on display here. Visitors can see and
purchase elegant and elaborate works that have
lived throughout long periods to be passed down
including brassware, embroidery, lacquerware,
ceramics, etc. Furthermore, you can check out the
actual production process of the works through
videos.
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+ Taking a look at Korean Traditional Culture
at the Incheon Intangible Cultural Asset Learning Education Center +

Sedge Master
Incheon Intangible Cultural Heritage No. 17

Paper Flower Master
Incheon Intangible Cultural Heritage No. 25

Three Strings and Six Horns
Incheon Intangible Cultural Heritage No. 1

Holder: Lee Jae-man
‘Hwagak’ is a transparent plate made of finely ground ox
horn, and Hwagakjang (ox horn inlaying master) refers
to an artisan who produces craftworks using hwagak.
The ox horn inlaying work is produced by drawing a
design on the top surface of hwagak, which is prepared
by finely grinding the ox horn and made transparent,
attaching a frame, and applying the lacquer on the
inside and outside of the frame to finish. Ox horn
inlaying works vary from reading tables, table for writing
utensils, socks chests, cases, sewing boxes, bobbins,
pushsticks, rulers, brush handles, and fans.

2
Tradition

Ox Horn Inlaying Master
National Intangible Cultural Heritage No. 109

Holder: Han Myeong-ja
Sedge is an annual plant, which is also called ‘wanggol’,
and it is characterized by its luster and toughness.
Sedge Master is a master craftsperson who uses sedge
to produce various craftworks. Sedge craftworks were
rare and precious items known for their values as they
were mostly used by the royal families of Goryeo and
Joseon Dynasties, as well as in the typical traditional folk
craftworks of Korea. The holder of the intangible cultural
heritage, Han Myeong-ja, produces traditional sedge
craftworks that combine beauty and functionality, and is
also teaching students.

Incheon Intangible Cultural Asset Learning Education Center
The Incheon Intangible Cultural Asset Learning Education Center promotes Korean traditional
culture to visitors through exhibitions, performances, and experience-gaining programs that
are filled with many things to see and enjoy. In particular, this place introduces the masters who
carry on the traditions, walking the path of intangible cultural heritages. These masters, who have
embraced and preserved intangible cultural heritages through painstaking efforts and passion,
continue to dedicate themselves to ‘pass on’ Korea’s unique elegance and energy.

info
Address: 599, Maesohol-ro, Michuhol-gu, Incheon
(349-6, Munhak-dong, Incheon Intangible
Cultural Asset Learning Education Center)
Inquiry : 032-440-8080
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※ Events for June are to be announced due to
COVID-19. Find out details at the Incheon
Intangible Cultural Asset Learning Education
Center homepage.
www.incheon.go.kr/culture/CU030101

Holder: Kim Eun-ok
Paper Flower Master refers to an artisans who professionally
makes paper flowers used for ceremonies and religious
rituals. Paper flowers are made using five different colored
papers including white paper and paper prepared with
natural dyes, and they are divided into paper flowers for
court table, paper flowers Buddhistic rituals, and paper
flowers shamanistic rituals. Kim Eun-ok produces home
flowers such as the peony, which is believed to bring wealth,
honor, and prosperity to the family, wild ginseng flower
that symbolizes the wish for health and 18 different paper
flowers for shamanic rituals such as haedalkkot, suparyeon,
chilseonghwa, jeonbal, bongjuk, osaek jangbal, daesinbal,
hambakkkot, dosankkot, kkotgat, sipjangsaeng, and
aekmagibae.

Holder: Kim Seok-soong
Three Strings and Six Horns is composed of six
instruments: fiddle, large flute, wood pipe, minor pipe,
double-headed drum, and drum, and it also refers to the
song performed in this orchestration. Three Strings and
Six Horns is a typical Korean classical music performed
in all regions and for all audiences during the Joseon
Dynasty as music for court dance and march, feast at
local government offices, honored visits by high-ranking
official or noble persons, religious services at Confucian
shrines, shamanistic rituals, and private parties.
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Yes

What is my taste?
Perfect Destinations in
Incheon for Taking Photos

Choice Incheon
28
29

No

A sense of serenity offered by
the open sea, a space filled with
unique scenery, alleys showing
the trace of time, and the elegant
buildings of the city...
Incheon renews its face
and makes new memories for
every visit.
And we take out our cameras
to remember and capture the
memorable moments.
The place we want to remember
forever...
We picked a few attractions of
Incheon where everything you
shoot turns into a masterpiece.

People frequently say that I take good photographs.

Multiple
Charms of
Incheon
Kept in
Photographs

Explore the attractions of
Incheon you want to photograph
through <Choice Incheon>.
Take photos with picturesque sceneries
of Incheon in the background.
The great charms of Incheon will fill
your photo albums in no time.

Sensuous photographs capture my
attention.

I want to show
the season in the
photograph.

A photograph must always
include a person.

I can take various
poses.

Photography is
all about timing.

I take joy in
looking at trees
and flowers.

Things to eat
or things to
see, I don’t
want to miss
anything.

I want to
capture
special
features of the
places.

The
background
must include
the sea of
Incheon.

A

B

C

D

Type

Type

Type

Type
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A

Choice Incheon
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C

D

If you chose Type C, you are a
Sensuous Type who wishes to
express the special features of
the place in photographs.

If you chose Type D, you are a
Wave Type who wishes to capture
the beautiful sea of Incheon.

If you chose Type A, you are a Tree
Type who wishes to capture the
scenery of Incheon that colorfully
changes in each season.

If you chose Type B, you are a
Space Type who takes your camera
to exotic places inside the heart of
the city.

Incheon Grand Park

Songwol-dong Fairy Tale Village

Yeongjongdo Sky Garden

Eurwang-ri Beach

Incheon Grand Park is the best-known park in the area.
During the spring and fall, when cherry blossoms and
autumn leaves renew the scenery , respectively, it becomes
the main attraction for taking pictures thereby attracting
many visitors to come with cameras in their hands. Visitors
can capture exceptionally charming scenes against Eoul
Garden, Lake Park, and Arboretum in each season.

The entire premise of the Songwol-dong Fairy Tale
Village is decorated fabulously on the ‘World’s Fairy Tale
Masterpieces’. The colorful murals that begin from the
entrance captivate visitors. In addition to the photo zones
located across the village, you can take many interesting
photographs in various locations.

Sky Garden is located where the sky meets the airport.
Rape flowers and golden bells are in full bloom in the
spring and cosmos, silver grass, and pink muhly grass
cover the world in the fall. What makes this place unique
for photographers is that it offers a scene of airplanes
taking off and landing. However, remember not to take
any photographs of the runway from the garden toward
the airport, as this is prohibited.

At Eurwang-ri Beach, the waves are low and hills and
strange rocks surround the beach. This unusual setting
allows you to create various backgrounds for your
photographs. This is another spot that attracts many
visitors who want to take photographs against the open
sea and sand beach in the background.

236, Munemi-ro, Namdong-gu, Incheon
	05:00-22:00 every day
(until 23:00 during the summer)

17, Songwol-dong 3-ga, Jung-gu, Incheon

16-15, Yongyuseo-ro 302-gil, Jung-gu, Incheon

2848-8, Unseo-dong, Jung-gu, Incheon

Wolmi Park

Incheon Art Platform

Sorae Ecology Park

Jeongseojin

Wolmi Park has preserved the natural ecosystem well,
which allows you to take various photographs against the
beautiful nature in the background. In particular, Wolmi
Traditional Garden is a great source for taking sensuous
photographs with Sosaewon Garden, Buyongji Pond
which is a traditional lotus pond, and Aeryeonji Pond.

The ivy that runs along the red brick wall and sculptures
placed everywhere create a unique atmosphere. This
is an integrated culture and arts space developed by
remodeling modern buildings constructed during the port
opening period. As an artistic space, it offers many great
spots for taking photos throughout the building.

Sorae Ecology Park is well-known as a place to take great
photographs. It has many great spots to take photographs
such as the old salt pond site and salt warehouse. The
thickly grown silver grass and exotic windmill will allow
you to take sensuous photographs.

Jeongseojin is a famous spot to enjoy sunsets in Incheon.
The place throngs with people coming to take pictures
of the sunset. From the image of the Sunset Bell, the
landmark sculpture of Jeongseojin that turns red to
the scene of the sea and the mudflat of Incheon, and
Yeongjong Grand Bridge, you can take many interesting
photographs. The gorgeous nightscape that appears after
the sunset is another scenery you should not miss.

131-22, Wolmi-ro, Jung-gu, Incheon
	05:00-22:00 every day
(until 23:00 during summer)
30

B

3, Jemulryang-ro 218beon-gil, Jung-gu, Incheon

77, Sorae-ro 154beon-gil, Namdong-gu, Incheon

196, Yagam-ro, Seo-gu, Incheon
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News Brief

English Service for Electronic Display
in Songdo, Cheongna, and Yeongjong
International Cities
News

Incheon Free Economic Zone Authority (IFEZA)
began English services following Korean services
for large electronic displays, which are installed in
Songdo, Cheongna, and Yeongjong International
Cities to provide a variety of life information.
There are currently nine electronic displays four in Songdo, four in Cheongna, and one in
Yeongjong Midan City. Information provided
on the displays includes weather, wave height,
visibility, air quality, traffic information, and other
information furnished by the government.
IFEZA will have more smart city facilities
within the free economic zone provide
information in both Korean and English.
Incheon Free Economic Zone Authority
032-453-7496

Application of the ‘QR Code Visitor
Quarantine Control’ System
Incheon will introduce the ‘QR Code Visitor
Quarantine Control System’ using personal
authentication (mobile phone, e-mail) from June 1.
The system will be introduced to the Incheon
32
33

Culture & Arts Center, Incheon Metropolitan
City Museum, Songam Art Museum, Geomdan
Prehistory Museum, Museum of Korea
Emigration History, Incheon Urban History
Museum, Michuhol Library, Yeongjong Sky
Library, Cheongna International Library,
Cheongna Lake Library, Majeon Library,
Subong Library, Yulmok Library, and Yeongjong
Library. Once the personal information is
registered, the user only needs to scan the QR
code when revisiting the library or visiting other
public agencies. Collected personal information
will be automatically deleted in three months.
MICE Industry Division 032-440-1505

Maintenance of All Bus Stops before
Reorganization of Routes
Incheon is inspecting all 7,498 bus stops
before the reorganization of city bus routes.
Among 1,779 bus stops that were put out of
use due to the change of routes following urban
development projects, ones in good condition
will be transferred and used in other locations.
Also, among the 5,719 currently used bus
stops, the city will determine whether their
locations are appropriate and improve them by
considering the conditions of the adjacent roads
and traffic. Among bus stops that are separated
by type of buses, such as town shuttles, blue
bus, and green bus, those that are used by only
a small number of buses will be combined to
increase transfer convenience.
Bus Policy Division 032-440-3659

crossroads and crosswalks within the children
protection zone.
With the National Police Agency, Incheon
inspected all 741 crosswalks without traffic
signals and chose 164 locations for the
installation based on road conditions and the ratio
of children protection zones designated in each
county and ward.
Traffic Information Management Division
032-440-1773

Connecting the 3 Districts of
Jungang Park with Pedestrian
Overpasses

Songdo International Campsite to
Open in July – Expanding Amenities
Songdo International Campsite has been closed for
over three years, but the Incheon Free Economic
Zone Authority (IFEZA) is opening it on a trial basis
from July. The campsite will be a charged facility
operated by Incheon Facilities Corporation, which is
under the management of the Incheon government,
and the amenities will be expanded this winter for
full operation next year. The campsite stretches over
a land area of 38,000㎡ and has camping decks,
auto-camping sites, kitchens, wading pools, and
facilities for children to play in.
Incheon Free Economic Zone Authority
032-453-7912

Installing Traffic Signals in 73
Children Protection Zones
Incheon is investing 3.5 billion won in installing
traffic signals in 73 children protection zones
around elementary schools this year under the socalled ‘Minsik Law’, which is an amended Road
Traffic Act that intensifies provisions for the
protection of children. Locations for installation
include crosswalks on the main roads located
closest to facilities concerned such as elementary
schools, areas where there have been complaints
about traffic accidents involving children, and

Incheon constructed pedestrian overpasses so
that people can move comfortably and safely
without crossing roads within three districts
of the Jungang Park from Incheon City Hall
Station on Line 1 of Incheon Metro to the Arts
Center Station. The two pedestrian overpasses
constructed this time connect Districts 3 and 4
and Districts 4 and 5 of Jungang Park, costing a
total of 3.5 billion won.
Jungang Park is 100m wide from Guwol-3dong in Namdong-gu up to Gwangyo-dong in
Michuhol-gu, 3.9km long, and is comprised of
a total of nine districts, thus being the ‘Lungs of
the City.’ Incheon will expand the construction
of pedestrian overpasses to the entire districts
of Jungang Park by analyzing the park district’s
status of use and citizens’ satisfaction.
Incheon Grand Park Management Office
032-440-5824
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Information about
INCHEON
WEATHER

Located in the middle of the Korean Peninsula and adjacent to the West Sea, Incheon features both
continental and maritime climates. The lowest temperature recorded in Incheon in history was -21.0°C
(-5.8°F) and the highest, 38.9°C (102.02°F). The average temperature is 12.1°C (53.78 ° F), which is 0.7°C
lower than that of Seoul.

January

February

March

April

May

June

-2.1℃

-0.3℃

5.1℃

11.3℃

16.4℃

20.9℃

Average rainfall

20.6mm

20.8mm

40.5mm

57.5mm

100.3mm

112.0mm

Average rainy days

3.8 rainy days

3.1 rainy days

4.5 rainy days

5.7 rainy days

6.5 rainy days

6.8 rainy days

July

August

September

October

November

December

Information

Average
temperature

Geographical Features

Brand

The mountainous terrains of Incheon are composed

Incheon is the way out of Korea, the bridge to the world,

of low hills under 300 m above the sea level excluding

and the path ahead of us. Incheon’s city brand, ‘All Ways

around a dozen mountains, including Manisan Mountain

Incheon’ holds the meaning, ‘All roads lead to Incheon.’

(469 m), Gyeyangsan Mountain (395 m), and Samgaksan

The core value is ‘First Ever’ which means the first in

Mountain (343 m), and there are no large rivers. Incheon

Korea and in Incheon. This is the strength that marked

has a ria coast, meaning that it has a long and complex

the beginning of Korea, the dynamic spirit of Incheon

coastline with many of islands. There are a total 168

which takes on new challenges, and the strength that

islands in Incheon, and 128 of them are uninhabited.

built today’s Korea.

Life and Population
Incheon Metropolitan City is composed of two counties

Average temperature

24.0℃

25.2℃

21.1℃

15.0℃

7.6℃

0.9℃

Average rainfall

319.6mm

285.8mm

153.5mm

53.4mm

51.0mm

19.3mm

Average rainy days

11.8 rainy days

10.4 rainy days

6.2 rainy days

4.7 rainy days

6.1 rainy days

3.8 rainy days

including Ganghwa-gun and Ongjin-gun and eight wards
(Jung-gu, Dong-gu, Michuhol-gu, Yeonsu-gu, Namdonggu, Bupyeong-gu, Gyeyang-gu, and Seo-gu).
Incheon’s population amounts to approximately 3 million,
which makes it the city with the third largest population
in Korea next to Seoul and Busan. Currently, 72,235

LOCATION

foreigners live in Incheon.

The coordinates of Incheon are roughly 126°37°E and
37°28°N, and this the very middle of the Korean Peninsula,

Daery

adjacent to the West Sea, and on the lower Hangang River.
Located 28 km from Seoul, the capital of the Republic of
Korea, Incheon’s latitude is similar to that of San Francisco,

Mascots

Washington D.C., and southern Spain.

Spotted seals that love the lighthouse!
The mascots of Incheon were designed based on the

TOTAL
AREA

lighthouse and spotted seals. The lighthouse was

Incheon is the largest of the eight metropolitan cities

designed after the ‘Palmido Lighthouse’, which is Korea’s

in Korea. The total area of Incheon Metropolitan City is

first lighthouse, and it implies the connection between

1,063.27 km2, which is larger than Ulsan Metropolitan City
(1,061 km2) that formerly had the largest area in Korea. The
largest cities in Korea next to Incheon and Ulsan are Daegu,
Busan, and Seoul, in respective order.

the past and future of Incheon, a city of advanced

Latitude N37 ° 28’
Longitude E126 ° 37’

industry.
The spotted seal of Baengnyeongdo Island, a natural
monument and endangered species, represents the
nature-friendly city, Incheon.
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Reinvigorate Your Life
with Culture

concert

The 30th Anniversary Concert of Lee Seung-hwan <Invincible Legend>
Lee Seung-hwan, a singer who is celebrating his 30th anniversary since his debut, is
holding a concert in Incheon. He made a meteoric rise in the world of singers in 1989 with
the nickname, Le Petit Prince, and he has been referred to as the god of concerts and the
legend of concerts by putting on excellent performances and overwhelming vocal skills.
<Invincible Legend> is a concert that celebrates the 30th anniversary of his debut, and it
thus features fellow artists and the latest equipment. As it is expected that the concert will
use Korea’s best sound system, it has already raised everyone’s expectations.

Incheon Culture & Arts Center’s
Cultural Vaccine for COVID-19

Culture

The Incheon Culture & Arts Center had to close
its doors due to the prolonged aftermath
of COVID-19. Now, it ended its two month
hiatus and is beginning to communicate with
its audience through the online streaming
concert titled, ‘COVID-19 Cultural Vaccine’. The
online streaming concert, ‘COVID-19 Cultural
Vaccine’, is a special concert initiated with the
wish to raise emotional immunity and energy
of the citizens through culture and arts, and
an online streaming concert performance
brand that the center has prepared for
ambitiously. Today, the importance of
thorough sanitation control is emerging due
to the practice of keeping distance in daily life
following social distancing. Incheon Culture
& Arts Center proposed another trend that
allows the audience to enjoy culture and arts
while reducing visits to concert venues, which
are crowded multi-use facilities. COVID-19
Cultural Vaccine concerts are currently
available via Incheon’s channel and Arte TV
channel on YouTube.

Replay

Date: June 13, 2020
Time: 17:00
Venue: Grand Hall, Incheon Culture and Arts Center
Ticket Information: VIP 154,000 won / R 132,000 won / S 110,000 won / A 99,000 won

Forestella Concert <Nella Fantasia>

Forestella, the winner of ‘Phantom Singer – Season 2’, Korea’s first crossover vocal
audition program, is coming to Incheon. Led by Jo Min-gyu and comprised of Goh Woorim, Bae Doo-hoon, and Kang Hyeong-ho, Forestella is a crossover male vocal quartet.
They have attracted great attention with the fantastic harmony with ‘Nella Fantasia’,
the single album they released in April. This time, the quartet is going to touch the
heartstrings of the audience with the concert tour in 2020.
Date: June 20, 2020
Time: 19:00
Venue: Grand Hall, Incheon Culture and Arts Center
Ticket Information: R 132,000 won / S 110,000 won / A 88,000 won / B 55,000 won

Sohn Minsoo Piano Recital
Pianist Sohn Minsoo, known for intense and elegant performances, is offering another
chance to feel the intensity and elegance again in Incheon. Pianist Sohn Minsoo is a
pianist with international fame who became the first Korean Laureate of the Honens
International Piano Competition and the Honens Prize held in Canada. In this recital,
he will thrill the audience with the performance of four songs including Beethoven’s
Moonlight Sonata.
Date: June 20, 2020
Venue: Elim Hall, Elim Art Center

Time: 19:30
Ticket Information: All seats 30,000 won

Gugu Concert <DAYBREAK>
DAYBREAK’s motto is to be ‘free within music’ and the band renders the music of all
genres including rock, jazz and Latin mixed with their own style. With songs featuring
unique bright and healthy vocals and performance, DAYBREAK will comfort the hearts of
the people who have been exhausted by COVID-19.
Date: June 19, 2020
Venue: Grand Hall, Incheon Seo-gu Cultural Center

Time: 20:00
Ticket Information: All seats 9,900 won
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※ All concert schedules listed above are subject to change due to COVID-19.
Please refer to the concert’s homepage and ticket site for details.
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Counseling Service for Foreign Workers

Treated Unfairly
at Work?
Come to Us!

INCHEON NOW

Quiz

How did you enjoy our gift in the form of the 63rd edition of <INCHEON NOW>?
We hope you found good memories from the past and also new meanings inside the gift. We have another
quiz for those who read the 63rd edition. Fill in the blanks with correct answers.
If you know the answer, send us a reader’s post card by July 10, 2020. (You must include contact information.)
We will randomly select winners from those who turned it the right answers and send a small gift.

Quiz

There are quite a few cases in which Korean workers are treated unfairly at work, but what
about for foreigners who are not familiar with the culture and language in a foreign land. For
foreign workers who had to put up with unfair treatment because they simply do not know
where to ask for help, <Incheon Now> has some tips on finding counselors for foreigners.

Real Life

Counseling Center for Foreign Workers

Support Centers for Foreign Manpower

Supports foreign workers and owners hiring
foreign workers to promptly handle grievances
through a telephone call

Supports grievance handling and education such
as Korean language, laws applied to everyday life,
and Korean culture for foreign workers who have
many difficulties due to cultural difference and
limitations in communications

① Target: Foreign workers and business owners
hiring foreigners
② Contents: Support for employment, sojourn,
and handling of complaints related to work
- Language support* service for foreign
workers
* 16 languages for countries with
employment permit systems such as English,
Vietnamese, Thai, Philippines, Indonesian,
Sri Lankan, Chinese, Mongolian, Uzbek, and
Cambodian
③ Hours: 09:00-18:00 (All year round)
※ Foreign Language Speaking Counsellors
Available - ☎1577-0071

① Target: Foreign workers and owners hiring
foreigners
② Contents
- Counseling: Handling of grievance and
difficulties for foreign workers and business
owners hiring foreigners
- Education: Provide education for communication
skills and knowledge of overall laws and
regulations that foreign workers should know
while living in Korea
- Cultural Event: Provide a chance for
understanding multi-culture including Korean
culture and for mutual exchange
- Information Provision: Provision of information
related to laws applied to everyday life and
occupation

in Cheongna International City is a large
waterside park, which is divided by themes into the Eco Zone,
Traditional Zone, Leisure Zone, and Art Zone that are filled with spectacles.

Hint
➊ It is a park that is like a symbol of Cheongna International City.
➋ It has the Music Fountain and Flower Music Island (outdoor theater).

Answer to Last Edition’s Quiz
Drive through
Winners: Ahn Hye-sook, Choi Jeong-gyu

Incheon now. readers’ letters

Isabel (Cheongneung-daero)
<I didn’t know there are so many
dullegils in Incheon before reading
<Choice Incheon>. I hadn’t been able to
go anywhere because of COVID-19, but
thanks to the information, I could make
great memories at ‘Soraegil’.

Aiden at Songdomirae-ro
I didn’t know there are so many places
in Incheon to enjoy newtro. I went to
Cafe Valor last week with my family and
it was great. Thanks.

Search

Luis (Convensia-daero)
I was disappointed because I can’t go
to the gym due to COVID-19. But I could
exercise again after reading about the
article on home training. I hope to see
more of such life hacks.

tip
38

Support Centers for Foreign Manpower in Incheon

39

<Incheon Help Center for Foreigners> 40, Yesul-ro 192 beon-gil, Namdong-gu, Incheon / ☎ 032-429-2675
<Incheon Support Center for Foreign Workers> 220, Hogupo-ro, Namdong-gu, Incheon / ☎032-431-5757

These are comments from our readers about the last edition. <INCHEON NOW> is waiting to hear
what you have to say. Share your thoughts about this edition with us by sending your comments to
<goodvoice@korea.kr>. We will randomly select people who sent comments and suggestions for gifts.

Send

